
A  S m a l l  V i c t o r i a n  O b j e c t

Here is a purely functional object:

remote-controlled substation no. !",

a utilitarian structure down by the tracks

that run past the ruined marina.

It was built in !#$! and is now being renovated.

Sca%olding has been erected all along its sides.

A big coil of damp rope

is lying in a pile of broken

concrete, brick, and plaster.

The topmost row of the chain-link fence

that runs along the river is twisted

into barbs, and shredded plastic sacks

are snagged in the barbs as far as the eye can see:

dirty gray and shredded, flapping in the wind.

A candy box, once green, has been

bleached out to light blue by the sun.

Silent gray boulders are lapped at by waves.

Signs are posted to warn against

the consumption of eels by children.

What’s that in the mud where the tide is going out?
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Buttons; bottle caps; small bits of Styrofoam

that look like shells or coral; a few dead crabs;

a cracked porcelain vessel from the Victorian era

for containing the tears shed by those

who have survived the death of loved ones.
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B i l l e t - D o u x

A green cube on the varnished tabletop, a gourd

beside it. And next to that an ashtray made from fired

clay

that some child made in school for Mother’s Day.

The Tomboy drummed her fingers on the tabletop,

a sheet of loose-leaf, violet, in front of her.

She had drawn, in green ink, a part of one scene

of one summer day in August, when she had found

a large bed of sea flowers at the very edge of the tide,

their violet faces lifted just above the sand

beneath the overcast sky. It was strange to see these

flowers

on the sand so near the sea—she had wanted to touch

them.

They belonged among the group of simple beings,

the one that included her. This sheet of grape-colored

paper, this is where she brainstormed the secretest

billet-doux that ever would be left unwritten by a girl

of twelve who would never grow older.

The yellow gourd drifted across the table toward her.
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T h e s e  A r e  t h e  C l i f f s  o f  W o n d e r

When we moved from the wilderness

(of our feelings), past the granite quarry

and the saltworks and the winding

towers (of our feelings), through

the coal gas plants and gravel-crushing

structures and blast furnaces

and limekilns (of our feelings),

to the far, rotting bridges (of our feelings),

and thence to the suburbs

(of our feelings), there too the dark

eucalyptus trees lined avenues

where the lone eye in the cubit stone

was venerating Makepeace Thackeray.

And here is the half-frozen snow

of centuries of meditation.

Now the snow is brittle.

The river doves are flying

from the river that is coming

through the town. The river is frozen
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under the bridges. The houses

stand along the town. In the

town and along its borders,

the wind is blowing, and

blowing against the rockface

of the quarries.

These are the Cli%s of Wonder.

They rise from the Sea of Astonishment,

gray and solid there beneath

the Sky of Accelerating Clouds

of Years. The Person of Day-to-Day

Living lived, day in, day out, among

the Big Geraniums of Guesses and the Waves,

in the Shadow of the Rickety

Lighthouse of Conjecturing.

What is he holding in his Hands?

A Ball of Crystal. A Raindrop.

A Beam of Light is sweeping

over the Waters.
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